
Scaling Facebook Ads 2021 

 
Never add more budget to your campaigns without a solid strategy, that’s big no-
no in the business industry. Scaling your Facebook advertising would mean you 
have to spend more while making sure that you maintain a positive ROI.  

Spending more for business owners would mean that they will need to take a risk 
of losing a lot on the process. Either be it a large business, a new one or small 
business, scaling advertisement is a very challenging thing to do. The option of 
hiring a Facebook ads agency can be a great help.  

Most business owners have probably tried raising their budget but in the end 
have only seen a decline on their returns. To make successful and effective 
transition of a business’ daily spend, knowing the new ways and trends of scaling 
Facebook Ads is a must. Its learning curve can be a bit challenging but it is very 
rewarding.  

Facebook has already become a go-to for almost all of business owners, newbies 
or the even the old ones. Facebook has been named as the largest platform to 
acquire more leads and gain more new customers with billions of users online 
every single day around the world. 

Since there are different types of Facebook Ad scaling strategies that you can 
choose from, make sure that you know the needs of your business. Hiring 
someone to do the job for you while focusing on the core of your business is a big 
step to take since it is also a risk. For business who don’t have a marketing and 



design in-house team, outsourcing a team that provides digital marketing services 
will solve the problem.  

2 Types of Facebook Ad Scaling Strategies: 

 Vertical Scaling – requires you to simply increase your budget in small 
increments which can be pretty challenging. You also have to double your 
winning ad sets in order to reach more potential customers/clients. It is 
usually referred to as the most straightforward growth strategy in Facebook 
ad scaling. 

 Horizontal Scaling– often considered as the most rewarding type of 
Facebook ad scaling. The only downside is it is more time consuming due to 
the need of continuously expanding to new audiences and testing new 
advertisement campaigns.  

 

Making adjustments is always necessary when you try to scale your Facebook ads. 
Your main goal is to get more sales and more leads from the winning campaigns 
that you are already running. Meet with your team often, learn new things but let 
them do their job while you focus on your business.  

Always remember that there is no shortcut to success. Taking risks, failing and 
trying things again and again can happen. It is normal. Making sure to know every 
detail of your business, the areas that are doing great and the areas that needs 
improvement can really help in boosting your company’s sales. 



As mentioned ahead, a creative marketing agency like WKND Digital, is very useful 
since they’re known to consist of people who are experts in the field of digital 
marketing. With their proven and trusted services all of the world, you can never 
go wrong in choosing to hire people outside your company.  

Visit them at their WKND Studios to see their actual work, their previous works 
and how their people do their job. They’re based in California so if you are 
nowhere near their location, call or email them. They’ll be glad to assist you with 
your needs and help you boost your business with transparency. Get ready to be 
in awe because with WKND Digital, their loyalty into making business boom is one 
of their priorities.  


